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हिन्दी
विषय- ‘आँ’ की मात्रा
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अभ्यास कायय1.

ऊपर हदए गए शब्दों को बोलने का अभ्यास करें और ललखें।

2.

हदए गए शब्दों मे से सिी शब्द चुनकर िाक्य पूरा करें

क ँट

मँ

स ँप

आँगन

क)

राघि ने लचहियाघर में एक लंबा _______

ख)

बंदर के पैर में ______ चुभ गया।

दे खा।

ग) मोिन ने अपने घर के _________ में एक पौधा लगाया।
घ) मेरी ______ ने मुझे खाना खखलाया।

ENGLISH
Singular and Plural
Rule 4: For words ending with ‘f’ or ‘fe’, we drop the ‘f’ or ‘fe’ and add ‘ves’ to get the plural
form.
Example: knife – knives, thief – thieves
Exceptions: chef – chefs, roof – roofs, chief – chiefs, proof – proofs

The word ‘knife’ ends with ‘fe’, so we drop
the ‘fe’ and add ‘ves’

The word ‘leaf’ ends with ‘f’, so we drop
the ‘f’ and add ‘ves’

Exceptions: Some nouns do not follow these plural noun rules. They are also called irregular
plural nouns. For example:
SINGULAR
PLURAL
SINGULAR
PLURAL
man
men
tooth
teeth
woman
women
foot
feet
child
children
mouse
mice
goose
geese
ox
oxen
Related Videos: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hrvq_YLOfXg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BI1Syz9I2n0&t=247s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6GvN_go_jBQ
Task: 1. Using Rule 4, write the plural form of the following wordsSINGULAR
PLURAL
SINGULAR
leaf
scarf
loaf
shelf
knife
wolf
wife
life
half
calf

PLURAL

2. Fill in the blanks with the plural form of the words given in the brackets1) The school ___________ (child) waited for their __________ (bus) to arrive.
2) I bought fresh _________ (tomato), some mint __________ (leaf) and ___________
(strawberry) from the market.
3) The ___________ (leaf) change their colour during autumn season.

4) I stacked my _________ (book) and _________ (toy) neatly.
5) Cats like to hunt _________ (mouse) and __________ .(bird)
6) The temple was decorated with colourful ___________. (flower)
3. Read the following sentences, imagine and draw their picture on a plain sheet of paper.
The first one has been done for you.
1) The shoes are kept on the shoe rack.

2) I put the plates, spoons and glasses on the dining table.
3) There are two cars parked outside the house.
4) We have three goldfish and a starfish in our fish tank.

Mathematics
1. Forming numbers
2. Revision of Ascending and Descending order
3. Revision of Successor and Predecessor

Formation of numbers with the given digits means that a number is an arranged group of
digits.
When we form the smallest number using the given digits, we write the digits in Ascending
Order. Example: Form the smallest number using the digits – 6, 8 and 4
4 < 6 < 8 - Thus, the smallest number is 468
When we form the largest number using the given digits, we write the digits in Descending
Order. Example: Form the largest number using the digits – 3, 2 and 5
5 > 3 > 2 - Thus, the largest number is 532
Related Video: https://youtu.be/U40QIcoH46M
Task 1
a. Circle the largest number :
 186 ; 298 ; 198
 211 ; 201 ; 210
b. Circle the smallest number :
 505 ; 55 ; 555
 134 ; 334; 103
c. Form the smallest and largest number using the digits only once :
 4, 1 and 5
Smallest number ___________
Largest number ____________
 2, 6 and 3
Smallest number __________
Largest number ___________
Task 2
a) Write the following numbers in ascending order using symbols:

567 ; 331 ; 505 ; 595
________________________________________________
b) Write the following numbers in descending order using symbols:
409 ; 489 ; 346 ; 438
_____________________________________________________
c) What comes before?
______ 607
______ 432
______ 124
d) What comes after?
459 ______
328 ______
781 ______

EVS
Transportation
Transportation is the movement of people, animals and goods from one place to another by
walking or using vehicles. The vehicles that we use to travel from one place to another are
called means of transport, for e.g. car, bus, ship, train, aeroplane etc.
There are three modes of transport: - land, water and air.
Long ago, people did not have any
means of transport.
They would walk long distances on
foot.
If they had to carry their goods, then
they used to carry them on their head
or back.
Soon human beings developed
different ways to travel.
For e.g. they started using animals
like bullocks, donkeys and horses, to
carry loads and to travel to far-away
places.

Once humans invented the wheel, travelling became much easier. With the help of wheels,
more advanced and faster means of transport were developed. For e.g. carts, cycles, cars,
trains, buses and aeroplanes.

Most of us have to go from one place to another every day. We need different means of
transport for different purposes like to go to school, to go to meet our relatives, to buy
things from the market, to visit a doctor, to visit new places with our family etc.
Related videos:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jOYnsffnoPw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rPL4B1keV10
Tasks:
1. Think and write any two reasons for which you use transport.

2. Observe and make a list of any four vehicles that you see around in your
neighbourhood, and draw their pictures.

CRAFT
Bottle Cap Craft
You have learnt how plastic makes its way to the landfills and water bodies. How about we
try to reuse some plastic and help save the environment?  We all have empty plastic
bottles in our house. One way to reuse the bottle caps is by making a beautiful craft out of
them. You can use as many bottle caps and your imagination to turn them into cute little
animals!
Step by step tutorial - https://iheartcraftythings.com/bottle-cap-art-fish-and-flowerscene.html
*You may use any coloured paper available at home. If you do not have googly eyes at
home, you may use a black bindi to make their eyes.
(Note: It is advised that the children should take help of an adult for folding and cutting the
paper.)

FUN TASK
“Creativity is intelligence having fun!”
Find out how creative you are by
completing this ’10 Circles Challenge’.
Draw 10 circles of the same size and
turn them into objects.
Refer the image given and get creative!

Albert Einstein

